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Abstract. Participating in the RoboCup Rescue Real Robot League
competition for approximately 5 years, the members of Team Hector
Darmstadt have always focused on robot autonomy for Urban Search
and Rescue (USAR). In 2014, the team won the RoboCup RRL compe-
tition. This marked the first time a team with a strong focus on auton-
omy won the championship. This paper describes both the underlying
research and open source developoments that made this success possible
as well as ongoing work focussed on increasing rescue robot performance.

The exploration of disaster environments poses a great challenge to both human
rescuers and rescue robot systems (as well as canines). The RoboCup Rescue
Robot League (RRL) competition benchmarks robot system performance in
scenarios that are designed to represent many of the same challenges as real
Urban Search and Rescue (USAR) situations in a systematic manner to enable
reproducible benchmarking of robot capabilities.

In this work we present recent advances in software for USAR robots, provide
a overview of performance at the RoboCup 2014 competition and present ongoing
work towards further improved robot capabilities.

We use the open source Robot Operating System (ROS) as a middleware for
our software. In the following sections, ROS package or stack names written in
italics like hector slam are available as open source software and can be found
on the ROS wiki, e.g., www.ros.org/wiki/hector slam.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. The next section presents
related work on USAR robotics. It outlines the modularity concept of the hard-
ware and stresses the importance of simulation capabilities for robots in the
USAR context. The two subsequent sections show recent developments in navi-
gation and perception software including victim search, navigation towards goal
poses, path smoothing and victim localization. Afterwards, we assess the per-
formance of the robots with respect to the benchmark that RoboCup Rescue
League provides. Then, we give a short overview on ongoing work towards 3D
mapping, planning and active gaze control. We close with a conclusion.
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1 Related Work

While capabilities for navigation or victim search using unmanned ground vehi-
cles have been research topics for a long time, only few publications consider
fully integrated autonomous UGV systems such as the one described in this
work. For this reason, we focus on multiple aspects and modules that, in combi-
nation, enable autonomous operation in challenging environments. In previous
work we provide a comprehensive description of components for world modeling
(hector worldmodel) [1] and SLAM (hector slam) [2]. Our approach and open
source software for navigation is described in [3]. Further detailed information
about used hardware is available in the team description papers (TDPs) pub-
lished yearly [4]. Multiple members of the team are also of member of the DARPA
Robotics Challenge Team ViGIR. We are currently adapting their research in
manipulation and 3D motion planning [5] for use with autonomous wheeled and
tracked ground robots.

1.1 Hardware

We use two different types of mobility platforms for research in autonomous
systems for USAR tasks. The Hector UGV (Fig. 1a) is a lightweight agile ground
vehicle. The platform is based on a modified Kyosho Twin Force R/C model.
The 4-wheel-drive with a differential gear for each axis allows the vehicle to move
on slippery surfaces. The front and rear wheels can be steered independently,
providing higher mobility than common 2-wheel-steering.

A major drawback of the Hector UGV platform is its limited mobility in
rough terrain. To address this shortcoming, we introduced the tracked “Obelix”
UGV platform, shown in Fig. 1b. This tracked robot with front and back flippers
provides state of the art mobility, similar to other (response) robots used in
challenging terrain.

A key feature of both platforms is their modularity. The main components
are the mobility platform and the “autonomy box” featuring various sensors
for navigation and victim detection as well as a state of the art (Intel Core i7)
computer system. The “autonomy box” can be mounted on any mobile platform
with minor modifications to high-level software. Only low-level interfaces (e.g.
motion controllers) of the mobility platform have to be adapted to communicate
with the ROS-based high-level software.

1.2 Simulation

To achieve high reliability of complex autonomous systems, the capability to per-
form comprehensive testing of the complete system is highly important. Setting
up a real robot for such testing is both time and effort consuming, especially
when (for instance large) scenarios are to be considered that cannot be pro-
vided physically. We simulate the complete system, including actuation, sensors
and scenarios using Gazebo1. This enables testing of autonomous behaviors with
1 http://gazebosim.org/.

http://gazebosim.org/
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 1. Team Hector mobile platforms: (a) Hector UGV (b) Tracked vehicle Obelix (c)
Hector UGV in Gazebo with simulation of thermal sensor data visualized.

negligible setup effort in multiple scenarios without the need for real hardware.
As an example the simulation of a thermal camera can be seen in Fig. 1c. Simu-
lated RoboCup Rescue arena scenarios serve to evaluate the robot in the USAR
context. The hector nist arena designer ROS package permits the fast and intu-
itive creation of user defined test scenarios.

2 Navigation

This chapter describes on software modules developed for autonomous naviga-
tion. We focus on recent research and refer the reader to prior publications for
information about our approaches for SLAM [2] and navigation [3].

2.1 Exploration Planner

Based on the exploration transform approach [6] commonly used for frontier-
based, risk-aware exploration, we developed multiple modifications in the hec-
tor exploration planner for improved performance in search and rescue missions.

Improved Victim Search. To detect objects of interest in disaster scenarios
reliably, a thorough search has to be performed by (autonomous) robot sys-
tems tasked with the exploration of the environment. Exploration of unknown
environments has been intensively studied in the past, but only few approaches
consider different sensing modalities. Often, the environment that has been cov-
ered by a LIDAR sensor is considered explored. This approach is sufficient for
tasks like mapping an unknown environment, but it does not take the limited
range of sensors into account when searching for objects of interest like victims
in a disaster environment. The reliable detection of victims trapped under rub-
ble using thermal imaging requires the USAR robot system to come as close as
possible to enable detection even if only very small portions of the victim are
visible to sensors. To provide this capability, we modified the original exploration
transform approach. In our modified version, we do not plan paths to map fron-
tiers (grid cells that have a transition from known free space to unknown space),
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Fig. 2. Victim search at RoboCup 2014: (a) Use of standard exploration transform.
(b) Exploration by approaching to target points close to the path.

but limit the generation of target poses to those that have a specified distance
from the path that the robot has traveled so far. Using this approach, the sys-
tem also explores tight spaces that would otherwise be ignored by LIDAR map
based exploration. Figure 2 shows examples of standard exploration and our new
approach.

Robust Navigation Towards Goal Poses. Both in autonomous and semi-
autonomous operation, target poses for the robot system might be invalid due
to obstacles preventing the robot from reaching it. Without handling of this,
the planner will simply fail planning to such poses. In many practical cases,
however, a pose close-by may be reachable, allowing continuation of the robot
mission without interruption.

A common example we observed in the USAR scenario is approaching victims
for inspection. To reach victims that are situated inside or close-by to obstacles,
just forwarding their pose PV to the planner as goal poses would naturally fail.
Instead, a observation pose Po has to be found that is sufficiently close to the
victim to provide sensors with a view that allows to inspect and possibly confirm
the victim hypothesis.

To achieve this task, the planner is augmented with an approach for gen-
erating valid observation poses. Based on an obstacle transform map, an area
around the target pose is searched for collision free poses as shown in Fig. 3. For
all candidates, the vector from the original target to the candidate is checked
against the original target orientation. The candidate is only used if the orienta-
tion difference lies within a predefined threshold. This is motivated by the fact
that the observation of the target pose is only possible if it lies in front of the
robot.

2.2 Path Smoothing

Based on a discrete map representation, the exploration planner generates con-
tinuous piecewise linear paths. Two successive segments can be right- or even
acute-angled with respect to each other. Such non-smooth paths cannot be reli-
ably followed by motion controllers, so a smoothing approach is employed.
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Fig. 3. Generating observation poses: PV is the estimated victim pose. Constraints
based on victim orientation (dashed red lines), distance from original pose (dashed
blue lines) and distance from walls result in the mint green polygon being searched
and Po getting selected (Colour figure online).

The piecewise linear path is passed as the set of corner points. We introduce
a variable t, which represents the integrated length along the path, and obtain
a functional representation γ of the path as

γ(t) =
N−1∑

i=0

χ[ti,ti+1](t)
(

xi +
t − ti

ti+1 − ti
(xi+1 − xi)

)
(1)

where xi ∈ R
3 denotes the i-th one of the N + 1 corner points, ti the integrated

Euclidean length until xi and χA the characteristic function for A ⊆ R. We
consider γ(t) and xi in R

3, but the approach works in R
2 as well.

This approach allows us to treat the path smoothing problem as a function
smoothing problem. It is tackled by sampling γ with an intermediate discretiza-
tion DM = {t̃0, . . . , t̃M} and computing a Gaussian-weighted convex combina-
tion from the points γ(t̃i). The resulting smooth function γ̃ is given by

γ̃(t) =
M∑

m=0

γ(t̃m)
exp

(
− (t−t̃m)2

2η2

)

∑M
m=0 exp

(
− (t−t̃m)2

2η2

) (2)

The steepness of the Gaussian weight is controlled by the parameter η. It trades
off accuracy versus smoothness of γ̃. After computing γ̃, it is sampled again,
yielding another piecewise linear path γ̂ which is fed into the base controller.
Figure 4 shows an input path and its smoothed versions for different choices of
η. One observes that a small value yields a path being very close to the original
path while a high value implies big deviations and a centralization effect on the
end points of γ̂.

Compared to smooth function approximation approaches like Gaussian
processes as described in [7] or curve smoothing approaches like B-splines as
described in [8], our approach works more heuristically. However, it overcomes
the need for solving optimization problems or linear equation systems for new
input paths with complexities of O(n2) or worse.

Complexity lies in O(n) which is beneficial given limited onboard compu-
tational resources and frequent path updates. Furthermore, the approach only
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Fig. 4. Input path (a) and output path with different values for the temperature para-
meter η. (b) η = 0.1, (c) η = 0.5, (d) η = 1.0

requires to choose a single parameter, which easy to handle compared to other
techniques that have more than three degrees of freedom and suffer from numer-
ical instabilities if the prediction is computed without O(n3) techniques [9,10].
B-splines suffer from a very complex definition and a difficulty to control the
trade-off between smoothness and overfitting [11]. To choose η, we propose to
reduce big directional differences along the path while staying in an ε-tube
around the original path.

3 Perception

The semantic world model backend of our perception system is described in [1]
and details are omitted here for brevity.

Victim Localization. Reliable localization of human victims in unstructured
post-disaster environments is a key issue for USAR robots. We tackle this prob-
lem by using complementary information provided by imagery cues such as RGB,
thermal and depth images. Possible victims are identified by analyzing thermal
images with a blob detection algorithm with configurable thresholds. While pro-
viding important cues for victim locations, thermal images can yield a high
number of false-positives. They can be caused by other heat emitting spots,
such as radiators or fire. We minimize the number of false positives by using the
complementary information provided by visual perception and depth informa-
tion provided by an RGB-D camera. Using this 3D information, false-positive
victims can be identified by the shape of the environment as well as by missing
depth information at the victim’s location.

To identify the correct position of a victim after its detection by the robot’s
sensors and insert it into the map, we cast a 3D ray along the robot’s gaze
direction into the onboard octomap [12]. This map is created from the depth
data of the RGB-D camera. Limited octomap resolution and state estimation
noise might result in erroneous ray casts. Without consideration of this issue,
a estimated victim location might be mapped onto a corner instead of the cor-
rect spot behind it. This case is illustrated in Fig. 5 where the victim would be
mapped on the corner at p0 instead of pV behind it. To overcome this issue, we
perform a spread fan ray cast of n rays which hit the octomap on the right and
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Fig. 5. Example of a victim at PV mapped to a corner P0 due to sensor noise. The
additional rays (blue) allow detection of the false mapping (Colour figure online).

the left of the original gaze direction ray. The fan is scaled such that the points
are equally spaced on a horizontal line around p0. The ray casts return the wall
points pi. For all of them, we compute the Euclidean distances di to the camera
origin c. If they differ significantly, we decide on a corner case and dismiss this
object localization attempt. This provides the chance of a correct mapping when
new sensor data arrive and the robot does not waste time during exploration of
false-positives.

4 Results

The RoboCup Rescue competition represent a systematic and reproducible
benchmark for testing and evaluation of teleoperated and autonomous USAR
robots in a complex environment in direct competition with the approaches of
other teams. We present results from both the RoboCup German Open 2014 and
RoboCup 2014. In both competitions we won both the “Best in Class Autonomy”
award as well as the overall competition.

Figure 7 shows the performance increase during the RoboCup 2014 compe-
tition with respect to the performance metrics number of found victims and
number of found QR-codes. The number of found victims evaluates performance
for the USAR task. The total number of victims was 12 in all missions. The
number of found QR-codes correlates with the fraction of the arena that was
explored by the robot during the mission. The performance increase is also visi-
ble when comparing maps generated in the preliminary round (Fig. 2) with those
of the final missions at RoboCup 2014 (Fig. 6).

Intense training of the operator is required for the case that human control
becomes desirable in difficult situations. As our robot allows flexible switching
between full and semi-autonomous behavior during the mission, we leveraged this
capabilities in multiple competition runs. In both RoboCup 2014 final missions,
the robot successfully found 4 victims autonomously, after which the operator
took over control to explore the rest of the arena. It should be noted that a
operator mistake lead to the robot rolling over in the second final mission, ending
the mission prematurely.

We provide combined external and operator control station video from mul-
tiple missions at the RoboCup German Open 2014 competition online2.
2 http://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLqdOEBv9QGrEiqlUklq0BI1QPU55

IhTO2.

http://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLqdOEBv9QGrEiqlUklq0BI1QPU55IhTO2
http://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLqdOEBv9QGrEiqlUklq0BI1QPU55IhTO2
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(a) (b)

Fig. 6. RoboCup 2014 example maps: (a) Final mission 1 (b) Final mission 2. The
starting pose of the robot is marked by yellow arrows. In both missions, the robot
discovered 4 victims autonomously (right part of the arena) (Colour figure online).

Fig. 7. Improvement of Team Hector’s performance during the RoboCup 2014 compe-
tition.

5 Ongoing Work

Despite the good performance demonstrated in the previous section, there remain
open issues that have to be tackled to increase robustness of the USAR robot
system and allow deployment in real disasters in the future. In this section,
directions and preliminary results of ongoing work are described.

5.1 Active Gaze Control

For victim detection, it is crucial to have reliable sensor coverage as to not
miss any victims. It is crucial that the robot covers the scenario thoroughly
in a minimal amount of time. Intelligent camera control thus can be a major
factor for ensuring sufficient performance. Solutions for next best view point and
coverage path planning on mobile robots must avoid high computational effort
like computing all possible view points. We use a coverage mapping approach
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based on the octomap framework [12]. We extend it to include the viewing angle
αn that measures the deviation of a view ray from a surface normal. We consider
a frontal view of a surface as the most useful in a victim detection scenario. The
score of a cell being sensed by a certain sensor S(ci) is initialized with zero for
all cells and updated for every incoming sensor reading according to

S(ci)new =

{
S(ci)old + γ(1 − (αn

π )2) if αn < π
4

S(ci)old + γ otherwise
(3)

such that views near a frontal viewing angle result in a better coverages score
than views under a steeper angle. Here, γ denotes the update factor and all cells
having a S(ci) value higher than a certain threshold are considered as already
been covered.

The information provided by this coverage map can be used to compute the
next gaze direction for the robot. Given the current pan and tilt of the camera, a
randomized set of n possible next gaze points is sampled. Each point is weighted
by the effort to look at it and the number of uncovered points that can be found
in the surroundings. The point with the highest weight is chosen as the next
gaze direction for the robot.

Tests in simulation have shown several benefits of intelligent gaze control.
The robot is able to adapt sensor motion to the environment and therefore does
not miss unexplored areas which might happen when following a fixed sensor
motion pattern.

We plan to extend this approach for future use and consider using the cov-
erage map not only for the control of the sensor head but also for path planning
similar to the approach proposed in [13].

5.2 3D Mapping

We have been using the previously mentioned highly robust hector slam app-
roach in the past. With a 2D internal map representation, the capability for full
3D state estimation from LIDAR data is limited. Thus, although this system
provides great reliability and robustness in various scenarios, it provides limited
capability for use in multi-story scenarios.

For this reason, we are currently evaluating 3D SLAM approaches allowing
deployment of tracked vehicles in challenging terrain, including significant roll
and pitch angles and angular rates of the platform.

The state of the art loam back and forth [14] and ethzasl icp mappper [15]
ROS packages were selected for initial tests in simulation. These tests confirmed
that major challenges are the tight spaces of USAR scenarios, high (roll/pitch)
velocities of the platform and sensor occlusion when close to obstacles. We will
investigate tackling these challenges in future work.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 8. Planning over a ramp (a) with low (green dots) and high (red dots) risk costs.
The path (cyan) and the expanded states are projected onto the ground. (b) Checking
a 2D path for stability, green poses stable, red pose instable (Colour figure online).

5.3 3D Path Planning

While reduction of 3D data to a 2D representation for planning can be compu-
tationally advantageous, it only allows avoiding harsh terrain, but not planning
it’s traversal.

The problem of planning a path from the robot position to a goal point can be
reduced to finding a path in a graph. We base our planner on the SBPL library
[16]. The set of nodes is a lattice of pose states s(x, y, θ) and the edges are the
transitions connecting them. The available transitions are a discretized subset of
possible robot movements. The Anytime Repairing A* (ARA*) algorithm [17]
finds an initial solution and incrementally improves it. Therefore, it is well suited
for real-time applications like ours.

We propose the following cost function that consists of a basic cost cb(s, s′)
for the movement and a factor fr(s′) ≥ 1 for the risk associated with reaching
the target position:

c(s, s′) = fr(s′)cb(s, s′). (4)

fr is computed with the Force Angle Stability Metric (FA) [18], which is
based on the supporting polygon, i.e. the convex hull of the ground contact
points.

Each of it’s edges is considered a possible tip-over axis. FA is computed for
them based on the gravity-induced moments. The value of the least stable axis
serves as the stability estimate of the whole system.

To apply FA, the contact points need to be computed. To avoid the high com-
putational cost associated with physics simulation, we developed an algorithm
providing a sufficiently accurate estimation by imitating the physical behavior
with geometric operations. It imitates dropping the robot onto the requested
position and is based on a 3D octomap model generated from onboard sensors.

Evaluation shows that this planning approach enables the computation of
safely traversable paths in 3D terrain (Fig. 8a). We also use FA for checking
planned paths for their feasibility (Fig. 8b).
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6 Conclusion

Autonomous capabilities for robots in USAR scenarios offer a huge potential of
improvements for responders, but are not yet available in practice. In this paper,
we describe the research approaches and technical achievements (including open
source developments) underlying the autonomous USAR robots of Team Hector
which in 2014 became the first team with main focus on autonomous robot
capabilities to win the RoboCup Rescue Robot League championship.
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